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MetaFacts-we help our clients create the future
	

	
	
		
“I realize that most inventions fail not because the R&D department can’t get them to work, but because the timing is wrong—not all of the enabling factors are at play where they are needed. Inventing is a lot like surfing: you have to anticipate and catch the wave at just the right moment.” – Ray Kurzweil




“The future is already here, it’s just not evenly distributed.” – William Gibson




“The thing about data is: it keeps changing. But that’s the point … it’s the meta that matters.” – Esther Dyson




“Building for the future is a very difficult thing to do; we cannot hope to complete the work in one generation; all the more reason to begin at once.” – Rene Cassin, Nobel Prize, Peace, 1968




We can agree that much of the world has changed.




But, what has changed and what has stayed the same?




Solid research can tell you what has and has not changed. Now, more than ever, a deep and fresh profile is critical to planning.




If your profession involves creating the future, and you want key decisions supported by solid data and fewer assumptions, you have come to the right place. MetaFacts helps leading technology firms measure their current and future customers with empirical research. We also help public policymakers measure progress across socioeconomic groups. This site describes the many answers that MetaFacts’ market research supports with its TUP/Technology User Profile service.




TUP is the longest-running continuous study of technology users




To learn how your organization can subscribe or license the TUP datasets, please contact MetaFacts.




MetaFacts – We help our clients create the future

Usage guidelines: This document may be freely shared within and outside your organization in its entirety and unaltered. It may not be used in a generative AI system without express written permission and licensing. To share or quote excerpts, please contact MetaFacts.
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TUP 2023 released! (TUP’s 41st year)
	

	
	
		

“…as is often the case, we are navigating by the stars under cloudy skies.”

Jerome Powell – in an August 25, 2023 speech to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System




To help our technology clients to navigate and create the future, we are pleased to announce that will soon be releasing results from the 41st annual wave of the ongoing TUP/Technology User Profile study. Four continuous decades of research results have helped guide most of the top technology firms with solid information. With its focus on understanding the people who use and enjoy technology products and services, the TUP study continues its mission of helping our clients create the future.




While most of our clients dive directly into the data and tables, we also offer our analysis. At present, we are analyzing the results, beginning by addressing the following questions. Many of these questions have been growing in importance for years, so we have earlier analysis and data available to provide a trend analysis and solid background on the changes in the market.




Current subscribers may access the results through their own insights systems, the MetaFacts subscriber portal, or by contacting MetaFacts. For those interested in the full research results, please contact MetaFacts.




A few highlighted trends from TUP 2023




	Technology replacement rates and the economy
	People are keeping their devices longer than ever, especially in the UK, Germany, and the US 
	[for more, see tables: DEV1xCOUNTRY through DEV2xCOUNTRY]



	Actively using used/refurbished devices is prominent among adults in the UK and the US
	[for more, see tables: 271xAGEGEN, 390 SPxAGEGEN, 830 HPC1xAGEGEN, 280 PCxAGEGEN]











	Longer-term product trends
	Smartwatches have gained moderate market penetration, although most buying and plans are for replacements and less so among first-time smartwatch users
	Touchscreens and voice control have not gone mainstream for computers, even though they’re fundamental on smartphones
	Foldables have gotten effectively nowhere, despite the early hype (do you remember?)
	VR headsets are still a dream for the future (maybe Apple’s shift in positioning VR headsets for the mass market will open new doors)
	Wearable cameras (e.g. GoPro) never really took off, although people certainly use their smartphones for photos and videos








	Longer-term user trends
	The phenomenon of actively using many devices has reversed and continues to slide as mainstream users consolidate their life’s activities on smartphones
	Users age although not quite in the way many stereotypes portray: today’s active installed base is made up older adults than 10 or 20 years ago, as yesterday’s early adopters continue to deepen their use of technology products and services. This is especially the case in the US, Germany, UK, and Japan
	Very few activities are exclusively done using computers or tablets
	The vast majority (three in four) of American remote workers expect to be working from home in one year from now
	Adults in larger households and with families continue to spend more time using their devices
	Larger households and families continue their historical trend of using more technology devices and services than average
	In 2023, we’re seeing a resurgence in tablets after a long slide. Is this a blip?
	Those expecting to be working from home a year from now have stronger purchase plans, especially for desktop computers, tablets, and wearables
	Moms are returning to the workforce
	Even before remote working was boosted by Covid, fewer employers provided computers and relied on employees to bring their own devices
	More employees use a home computer than use an employer-provided computer
	In the UK, UK, Japan, and China, Millennials use PCs for more weekly hours than other generations
	Working from home and Covid somehow hasn’t encouraged most employees to pay for employee’s phone service
	The majority of online adults in the US, UK, Japan, and China own their dwelling. In Germany, most online adults rent.
	A quarter of US, UK, and Japanese online adults only have one person in their households. In Germany, this share is higher and among online upper-SES adults in China, the share is smaller
	Personal use of workplace printers was widespread (if not talked about) and had been interrupted by remote work. However, this did not boost home printing.
	Seniors 55+ are a substantial share of the online population in the US, Germany, UK, and Japan








	Longer-term device trends
	A declining share of people around the world are actively using computers or printers
	There is a growing group of people using a home printer without a home PC, and instead printing wirelessly from their smartphone or tablet








	Longer-term device activity trends
	Collaboration still isn’t mainstream, although it’s getting stronger
	Email is tied with phone calls as the most widespread communication method
	Well over half of online adults regularly use their connected devices to play games, and the rate among Gen Z adults is over two-thirds
	Zoom fatigue is very real (and not only evidenced by Zoom employees needing to curtail remote work)








	Product and brand specifics










	X/Twitter goofed up, or at least millions of people believe so by their lack of recent usage
	Active use of wireless item trackers such as Tile or Apple AirTag has exceeded 10% of adults globally, and rate is twice as high among Gen Z adults.
	X/Twitter self-disruption primarily benefited the Meta family
	HP has the highest printer share among Americans, although among Gen Z adults, HP’s share is tied with Canon
	Instagram Threads experienced a rapid uptake, primarily among existing Instagram users. Time will tell if it’s sustainable.
	Android tablets have their highest share among Millennial and Gen Z adults, although among these generations Apple’s iPad has nearly twice that share
	Dell’s focus & reliance on PCs has cost its market penetration
	Over a third of American Gen Z adults use a PC acquired in the last 12 months, versus less than one in six Boomer/Silent generation adults
	Twice the share of Gen Z American adults use an Apple Mac as their primary computer than Boomer/Silent generation Americans
	HP’s elder user PC base has hurt and helped HP, as this group hasn’t included the most active buyers, although this group also hasn’t been quick to defect to other brands or platforms
	Globally, three-fourths of online adults use a printer. Among Gen Z adults this rate is lower – two-thirds.
	HP continues to dominate the printer market in the US, UK, and Germany. In China, HP still leads, although by a slim margin. In Japan, local brands continue to fare better.
	Nearly two-thirds of Gen Z Americans actively use an Apple Mac, iPhone, or iPad, versus just under half of Gen X and older Americans
	Half of Gen Z Americans actively use a game console, while only one in four Gen X adults do
	Apple continues to have the broadest and largest ecosystem footprint, and it has continued to broaden
	Half of American adults are using a smartphone that is 1.5 years old or newer. Among Gen Z American adults, the average smartphone is 15 months old.





	Apple/Android smartphone platform switching/churning continues to be low
	Apple Macs have twice the penetration among Gen Z adults as among Gen X and older adults
	More of those Americans who print newsletters or greeting cards or wirelessly have printer purchase plans
	Agewise, Apple’s active customer base is more like Nintendo’s or Sony’s than Dell’s, HP’s, or Lenovo’s
	Apple’s best device customers, those that use two or more Apple devices (a Mac, iPhone, or iPad), skew younger.
	Online adults in the UK and US have twice the rate of adults in Germany or Japan to have two or more Apple devices – an iPhone, Mac, or iPad.
	Apple is most-used device for every one of the 1,802 Gen Z adults we surveyed across the US, Germany, UK, Japan, and China. (iPhone, Mac, or iPad)
	A higher share of online Americans use voice commands with their primary device than online adults in the UK, Germany, or Japan. In the UK and Germany, earlier generations (Gen X, Boomers, Silent) have less-recent usage.
	Larger households have newer primary devices, whether it is a smartphone, tablet, or computer.
	Globally, online adults aged 18 to 24 are twice as likely to be using an Apple Mac than adults who are aged 50 and up.
	Only in the US are Apple laptops being used by as many adults aged 18 to 24 than use Windows PCs
	iPads have made inroads with Germany’s younger adults, while older users are more Android-focused
	In all countries surveyed except Germany, Apple’s iPhone has higher penetration among adults aged 18-34 than older adults. In Germany Android smartphones lead among online adults aged 25 and up.



	
	Current observations about technology users












	Not all of the youngest adults are the most active with their connected devices – the youngest employed adults are. Older adults not working outside of the home are the least active.
	Americans have a lower employment rate (FT/PT) than other countries, partly due to self-employment and gig working
	In the US, UK, and China, more workers work from home as do not. In Germany and Japan, it’s the opposite.
	In the US and Germany, workers who work from home have higher incomes than those who don’t. This is driven by many factors, from educational attainment and socioeconomic privilege to the type of work people are doing.
	Employees in IT/FIRE/Professional jobs use computers for more hours than employees in other industries
	Workers who work from home use their connected devices for more hours than workers who do not work from home, which includes smartphones and tablets
	In every country surveyed, older adults (50+) had the smallest share never working from home. In Germany, youngest adults also stand out for having never worked from home.
	Each younger generation has a higher share that use a home computer for getting work done.
	Over 40% of online adults in the US and UK do not expect to be working from home in one year from now. In Germany, the rate is 49%.
	Half of online adults in the US and UK use a smartphone for any work-related activities.





	In the US and Japan, there is not a significant age difference between workers who never work from home. In Germany and the UK, older workers are more likely to be never working from home.
	In the US, UK, and Germany, older workers are more likely to say they expect to never work from home in a one year than younger workers.
	Younger workers are more likely to collaborate on work files using a home computer than older workers.
	Employees of medium and larger employers have a higher likelihood of never working from home than those working for smaller employers. Employees expect this situation to be similar in one year.
	Workers in the IT/FIRE/Professional industries have the highest share that currently always work from home.
	Unlike workers in the UK, Germany, Japan, or China, Americans have the highest share that always work from home or the majority of the time
	Almost half of online American workers who work from home use a home computer for work-related activities.
	More workers in the US, Germany, Japan, and China use a home computer for work activities than use an employer-provided computer. For workers in the UK, the share is effectively the same.
	Globally, whether someone uses any PC or not does not vary substantially with age. Among online American and Japanese adults, the skew is towards older users. In the UK and Japan, the opposite is true.
	Use of game consoles is very related to age. Twice or as many as six times the share of online adults aged 18 to 24 actively use a game console as compared to those aged 50 and up.
	Apple home computers are used more often among adults age 18 to 24 than older adults in the US, Germany, and UK. In Japan, Apple’s market penetration is similar by age groups.
	Globally, whether someone actively uses a home computer or not does not vary substantially with age. Among online American, German, and Japanese adults, the skew is towards older users. In the UK and Japan, the opposite is true.
	Among online adults in the US and UK, active printer use is highest among older adults. In Japan, it’s highest among the youngest and oldest age groups. Among upper-SES adults in China, penetration is highest among adults aged 25 to 49.
	Workers in larger companies are more likely to use a work printer than those working in smaller companies.
	Globally, younger adults use a computer they have acquired more recently than those used by older adults.
	Younger online adults in the US are more likely to be using a used/refurbished PC than a new one.
	Younger adults are more likely to be using a used/refurbished smartphone than older adults
	Japan has the lowest active printer penetration rate of the countries surveyed, while Germany has the highest.
	Worldwide, younger adults (age 18-24) use their devices for more hours than older adults. This is driven in large part by the youthful enthusiasm of younger upper-SES Chinese adults, and extra-active Germans balancing out their less-intensive although numerous older counterparts
	In the US, UK, and among China’s upper-SES adults, total smartphone hours surpass hours using computers. In Germany and Japan, total computer hours lead.
	Worldwide and in each country surveyed, the most-used combination of devices is to have a home computer, a smartphone, and no tablet. Having all three of these or only a smartphone are 2nd and 3rd and nearly equal. In Germany and China, using only a smartphone is ranked a distant 3rd. Conversely, in Japan, using all three is a distant 3rd. There is no significant difference by age group.








Pre-pandemic (TUP 2019) through the current time (TUP 2023)




	A return to vigor among technology consumers?
	Will 2023 herald the return of dynamism to market demand among consumers for technology products and services? Early adopter technology attitudes are showing a positive correlation with how consumers feel and what they believe and their purchasing behavior.








[image: A stacked column chart reporting on the relationship between technology adoption attitudes and recency of purchases. This is based on preliminary results of the TUP/Technology User Profile 2023 wave. Americans with early adopter attitudes are using newer connected devices than the market majority or laggards, demonstrating a positive correlation.]



	Working from home
	How many online adults work from home now? What are employees’ expectations about working from home in one year? How many adults use home PCs for work? Which technology do people working from home use? What online activities stand out for those working from home? How do those new to working from home differ from seasoned remote employees?
	For more details, see this TUP Lens: TUP Work Life Balance Lens
	Or, see these topics: Work from home, Work-related activities, or Employees
	Also, see these MetaFAQs or TUPDates: Most employees work from home and expect to be in one year, and How employees working from home are balancing their activities






	Shifts in how connected devices are being used
	How have users shifted their choice of devices? How prevalent are smartphones as the primary type of device for major types of activities? Where do computers stand now?
	See this TUP Lens: TUP Activities Lens
	Or see these topics: Devices, Primacy
	Also, see this MetaFAQs or TUPdate: Smartphones achieve usage primacy 






	Device use
	How prevalent are computers as the primary type of device for major types of activities? How prevalent are tablets as the primary type of device for major types of activities? How has the mix of devices shifted by type of activity?
	In 2023, we’re seeing a return to life for tablets
	See these TUP Lenses: TUP Tablets Lens, TUP Devices Lens, TUP Activities Lens



	Trends in communication activities
	What are the major communication activities using any of the user’s connected devices? Which activities (e.g. work video meetings a’la Zoom) have dropped to before-pandemic levels? Which type of device is used for the most communication activities?
	See these TUP Lenses: TUP Communication Lens, TUP Activities Lens
	Or these topics: Communication or Video calls



	Technology ecosystems
	How has the market penetration for Apple/non-Apple computers, smartphones, and tablets shifted? What are the purchase intentions for Apple iPhones versus other smartphones? What are the purchase intentions for Apple Watch and non-Apple smart watches?
	See this TUP Lens: TUP Technology Ecosystems Lens
	Or these topics: Operating systems, Apple iOS, Microsoft Windows, Android, or Technology Ecosystems



	Technology brands
	How have brand footprints shifted? What is the profile of HP’s PC customers? What is the profile of Dell’s customers? What is the profile of Samsung’s customers? What is the size and profile of Apple’s customers – for their iPhones, Macs, iPads, and other offerings?
	See these TUP Lenses: Devices; PCs; Mobile Phones; Tablets; Technology Ecosystems
	Or these topics: HP, Dell, Samsung, Apple



	Shifts within key market segments
	How has tech use changed for key segments? How has tech use changed for employees? How has tech use changed for college students? How has tech use changed for parents? How has tech use changed for seniors? How has tech use changed for Baby Boomers? How has tech use changed for Generation Z?
	See this TUP Lens: User Profile
	Or these topics: Age groups, Employment status, Students, Parents, Sociodemographics



	Purchase plans
	Which technology are Americans planning to purchase? Which technology are remote workers planning to purchase? Which technology are new remote workers planning to purchase?
	See this TUP Lens: TUP Work Life Balance Lens
	Or see this topic: Purchase plans








The TUP/Technology User Profile service is organized into TUP Lenses, each offering a view into the comprehensive datasets. More details about each lens can be found here.
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For more information




For definitive, fact-based answers to the above questions, please contact MetaFacts or use the following form to learn how your insights group can subscribe to the MetaFacts TUP/Technology User Profile service.
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Long-term printing trends and generational shifts – 2011 to 2023 – US
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Dan Ness, Principal Analyst, MetaFacts, August 23, 2023 




Summary




Most Americans use a printer at home, school, or in a workplace. However, market penetration has sagged over the last five years, and the divide between printer users and non-users has widened.




This TUPdate looks at the long-term trend of printer usage among each generation of Americans. It addresses the question of whether people born around the same time and having grown up with certain technology are increasing or decreasing their printer usage more or less than other generations. The analysis is based on thirteen years of TUP user surveys (TUP 2011 through 2023) as each successive generation grows, evolves, and chooses the technology products and services they use.




The next generation will not save printers




Not all Americans behave the same. Many pundits espouse that each next-younger generation will be the savior, the ones to quickly adopt any newest technology products and services. However, history has not borne this out, especially concerning printer usage.




Although Gen Z came out of the gate strongly upon reaching adulthood, with 82% using a printer upon reaching maturity, their penetration rate only slowly climbed until 2018. TUP uses the widely accepted definition of Generation Z as adults aged 18 or higher who were born in 1997 or later. As this younger generation met the pandemic and recession, many encountered roadblocks in the workplace and in schooling. Along with those blocks came reduced printer usage.




Millennials, well, are being millennials. Their printer usage crested in 2015 at 87% and has slid steadily ever since. At only one brief point since 2011 has this group of Americans used a printer as often as the next-older generation – Gen X. Millennials have experienced many technological advances in their lifetimes and found ways to leverage what they know in newer ways.

In fact, in only a very few cases has a younger generation used a printer more than their older counterparts.
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 Continue reading “Long-term printing trends and generational shifts – 2011 to 2023 – US”Usage guidelines: This document may be freely shared within and outside your organization in its entirety and unaltered. It may not be used in a generative AI system without express written permission and licensing. To share or quote excerpts, please contact MetaFacts.
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Dan Ness, Principal Analyst, MetaFacts, August 20, 2023




Summary




X, formerly Twitter, experienced a decline in its U.S. user base, dropping to an 18% share by August 2023. Conversely, Meta’s user engagement broadened from 73% to 77% between 2021 and 2023, with their new offering, Instagram Threads, securing 11% of users. While most platforms, including Reddit and LinkedIn, maintained their rankings with minor growth, user loyalty metrics highlighted Facebook and Instagram’s consistent user retention. In demographic insights, LinkedIn and Nextdoor attract highly educated users, while generational data indicates Gen Z favors Twitch and Discord. These user behavior trends are crucial for technology marketers crafting targeted strategies. This TUPdate reports on the percentage of online Americans who have visited each of the major social networking sites in 2021 through 2023 and profiles each site’s users by key demographics.




Americans move on from X/Twitter




X (formerly known as Twitter) was already losing active American users before being taken over. 15.4 million American users responded by changing the channel and turning their attention elsewhere. Before the acquisition, 25% of online American adults had visited Twitter in the prior 30 days as of August 2022. This ranked X/Twitter 4th after Facebook, Instagram, and TikTok. Following the acquisition, our TUP 2023 survey (fielded in August 2023) found active usage of X/Twitter had plunged to 18% of online Americans, dropping it behind Pinterest and LinkedIn for 6th place and matching Reddit’s share.
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 Continue reading “X/Twitter’s User Engagement Drops; Meta’s Share Rises”Usage guidelines: This document may be freely shared within and outside your organization in its entirety and unaltered. It may not be used in a generative AI system without express written permission and licensing. To share or quote excerpts, please contact MetaFacts.
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 Brief profile of Americans regularly playing games using connected devices
	

	
	
		
Dan Ness, Principal Analyst, MetaFacts, March 30, 2023




Summary




Fun is a major pastime for most, but not all, American adults using connected devices. Whether they use a game console, gaming PC, regular computer, tablet, or mobile phone, most Americans regularly play immersive or other games.




This TUPdate briefly profiles Americans who regularly play immersive/video or other games, detailing their age, gender, employment status, presence of children, life stage, and use of game-specific devices such as a VR headset.




Americans that play games skew young




	Playing games using a connected device is a regular activity by two-thirds or more of Americans under the age of 45
	Connected devices include computers, mobile phones, tablets, and game consoles



	Beyond age 55, playing games is done by less than half of these older adults
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 Continue reading ” Brief profile of Americans regularly playing games using connected devices”Usage guidelines: This document may be freely shared within and outside your organization in its entirety and unaltered. It may not be used in a generative AI system without express written permission and licensing. To share or quote excerpts, please contact MetaFacts.
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Microsoft CoPilot – generative AI as an enterprise Office 365 service for creatives
	

	
	
		
Dan Ness, Principal Analyst, MetaFacts, March 17, 2023




Summary




Microsoft announced an upcoming service for its Microsoft 365 service that integrates the user’s data using generative AI. Called Microsoft CoPilot, the service will first be offered to enterprises. This TUPdate measures the potential market of those most likely to adopt and benefit from the service.




The Microsoft CoPilot announcement




This week, Microsoft gave one of the most down-to-earth non-announcements among the many major companies exuberantly touting generative AI in some form. The announcement of Microsoft 365 CoPilot demonstrated how artificial intelligence capabilities might be deeply integrated into everyday Office 365 applications, especially those involving some creativity.




Microsoft has many challenges ahead to fulfill what was shown in the demo, including whether consumers, employees, or enterprises will be willing to share their words to be analyzed deeply. Also important will be whether the service adds enough value to counter the risk of getting the results wrong. After all, none of the generative AI tools to date have delivered on the promise of discernment.




Size of the market for creative activities




What we can do today is begin at the beginning – consider the size of the potential market. How many people are regularly doing any creative activities such as those illustrated in the demo? By starting with that assumption, the market size will be conservative. It’s more likely that people who need to get certain jobs done will look for the tool to assist them with what they are already doing. It’s less likely that a new tool will inspire many people to begin giving presentations or crafting videos. Just as buying a shiny new hammer doesn’t turn someone into a capable carpenter, nor does spicing up a spreadsheet make someone into a data analyst or executive decision-maker.




There are fewer potential users than Microsoft may hope, since just under half (46%) of all online American adults regularly do any of several major creative activities:




	Use professional creative software
	Create graphics/presentations
	Create videos





An even smaller share of online Americans regularly uses their connected devices for work-related creative activities. As of TUP/Technology User Profile 2022, 28% of online American adults actively use any of their devices for any of the creative activities identified.




	Regular creative activities among online Americans	
	TUP/Technology User Profile 2022-US
Table: CREATACTS	Universe-Online Adults
	UNIV_AD: Universe-Online Adults (000)	 
	Universe-Online Adults (000)	223,254
	Sample size	7,508
	 	 
	UDV_ANYDEV_ACTS_CREATIVE_SET: Creative activities (SET)	Universe-Online Adults
	Creative-oriented – personal or work activities (NET)	46%
	Creative-oriented – personal activities (NET)	39%
	Creative-oriented – work activities (NET)	28%





 Continue reading “Microsoft CoPilot – generative AI as an enterprise Office 365 service for creatives”Usage guidelines: This document may be freely shared within and outside your organization in its entirety and unaltered. It may not be used in a generative AI system without express written permission and licensing. To share or quote excerpts, please contact MetaFacts.
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Long-term printing trends and generational shifts – 2011 to 2022 – US
	

	
	
		
Dan Ness, Principal Analyst, MetaFacts, March 17, 2023




Summary




Most Americans use a printer at home, school, or in a workplace. However, market penetration has sagged over the last five years, and the divide between printer users and non-users has widened.




This TUPdate looks at the long-term trend of printer usage among each generation of Americans. It addresses the question of whether people born around the same time and having grown up with certain technology are increasing or decreasing their printer usage more or less than other generations. The analysis is based on twelve years of TUP user surveys (TUP 2011 through 2022) as each successive generation grows, evolves, and chooses the technology products and services that they use.




The next generation will not save printers




Not all Americans behave the same. Many pundits espouse that each next-younger generation will be the savior, the ones to quickly adopt any newest technology products and services. However, history has not borne this out, especially concerning printer usage.




Although Gen Z came out of the gate strongly upon reaching adulthood, with 82% using a printer upon reaching maturity, their penetration rate only slowly climbed until 2018. TUP uses the widely accepted definition of Generation Z as adults aged 18 or higher who were born in 1997 or later. As this younger generation met the pandemic and recession, many encountered roadblocks in the workplace and in schooling. Along with those blocks came reduced printer usage.




Millennials, well, are being millennials. Their printer usage crested in 2015 at 87% and has slid steadily ever since. At only one brief point since 2011 has this group of Americans used a printer as often as the next-older generation – Gen X. Millennials have experienced many technological advances in their lifetimes and found ways to leverage what they know in newer ways.




In fact, in only a very few cases has a younger generation used a printer more than their older counterparts.
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 Continue reading “Long-term printing trends and generational shifts – 2011 to 2022 – US”Usage guidelines: This document may be freely shared within and outside your organization in its entirety and unaltered. It may not be used in a generative AI system without express written permission and licensing. To share or quote excerpts, please contact MetaFacts.


	


	



		
		Posted on September 29, 2022October 7, 2022
TUP 2022 released! (TUP’s 40th year)
	

	
	
		
We are pleased to announce that we have released results from the 40th annual wave of the ongoing TUP/Technology User Profile study. Four continuous decades of research results have helped guide most of the top technology firms with solid information. With its focus on the people who use and enjoy technology products and services, the TUP study continues its mission of helping our clients create the future.




Current subscribers may access the results through their own insights systems, the MetaFacts subscriber portal, or by contacting MetaFacts. 




While most of our clients dive directly into the data and tables, we also offer our analysis. At present, we are analyzing the results, beginning by addressing the following questions. Many of these questions have been growing in importance for years, so we have earlier analysis and data available to provide a trend analysis and solid background on the changes in the market.




Pre-pandemic (TUP 2019) through the current time (TUP 2022)




	Working from home	How many online adults work from home now? What are employees’ expectations about working from home in one year? How many adults use home PCs for work? Which technology do people working from home use? What online activities stand out for those working from home? How do those new to working from home differ from seasoned remote employees?	For more details, see this TUP Lens: TUP Work Life Balance Lens
	Or, see these topics: Work from home, Work-related activities, or Employees
	Also, see these MetaFAQs or TUPDates: Most employees work from home and expect to be in one year, and How employees working from home are balancing their activities




	Shifts in how connected devices are being used	How have users shifted their choice of devices? How prevalent are smartphones as the primary type of device for major types of activities? Where do computers stand now?	See this TUP Lens: TUP Activities Lens
	Or see these topics: Devices, Primacy
	Also, see this MetaFAQs or TUPdate: Smartphones achieve usage primacy 




	Device use	How prevalent are computers as the primary type of device for major types of activities? How prevalent are tablets as the primary type of device for major types of activities? How has the mix of devices shifted by type of activity?
	See these TUP Lenses: TUP Devices Lens, TUP Activities Lens


	Trends in communication activities	What are the major communication activities using any of the user’s connected devices? Which activities (e.g. work video meetings a’la Zoom) have dropped to before-pandemic levels? Which type of device is used for the most communication activities?
	See these TUP Lenses: TUP Communication Lens, TUP Activities Lens
	Or these topics: Communication or Video calls


	Technology ecosystems	How has the market penetration for Apple/non-Apple computers, smartphones, and tablets shifted? What are the purchase intentions for Apple iPhones versus other smartphones? What are the purchase intentions for Apple Watch and non-Apple smart watches?
	See this TUP Lens: TUP Technology Ecosystems Lens
	Or these topics: Operating systems, Apple iOS, Microsoft Windows, Android, or Technology Ecosystems


	Technology brands	How have brand footprints shifted? What is the profile of HP’s PC customers? What is the profile of Dell’s customers? What is the profile of Samsung’s customers? What is the size and profile of Apple’s customers – for their iPhones, Macs, iPads, and other offerings?
	See these TUP Lenses: Devices; PCs; Mobile Phones; Tablets; Technology Ecosystems
	Or these topics: HP, Dell, Samsung, Apple


	Shifts within key market segments	How has tech use changed for key segments? How has tech use changed for employees? How has tech use changed for college students? How has tech use changed for parents? How has tech use changed for seniors? How has tech use changed for Baby Boomers? How has tech use changed for Generation Z?
	See this TUP Lens: User Profile
	Or these topics: Age groups, Employment status, Students, Parents, Sociodemographics


	Purchase plans	Which technology are Americans planning to purchase? Which technology are remote workers planning to purchase? Which technology are new remote workers planning to purchase?
	See this TUP Lens: TUP Work Life Balance Lens
	Or see this topic: Purchase plans







The TUP/Technology User Profile service is organized into TUP Lenses, each offering a view into the comprehensive datasets. More details about each lens can be found here.
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Summary




Employees working from home have unique challenges in getting work done while often using personal and employer-provided devices. While seeking to balance their work and personal lives, they are also finding new ways to use their devices. A substantial share regularly does TikTok-type work – creating videos for work and personal purposes.




This MetaFAQs reports on the top 10 activities employees that work from home do with their connected devices: smartphones, computers, and tablets. It also identifies which activities are done more often than the average online adult.




Most employees rely on smartphones, stay productive with computers




	Around the world, most employees working from home use their connected devices to stay in touch, shop, have fun, and get work done
	They use their various and multiple devices differently
	Most use computers for their work-related activities
	Most employees use smartphones for photo-related social activities, personal phone calls, and shopping
	Computers are used for work email, collaboration, and writing
	Tablets, when used, are used for passive activities such as watching videos or movies 
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Smartphones passed PCs among all employment/age groups




	The penetration rate of smartphones has passed PCs for all groups of online Americans by employment status and age group
	More adults not employed outside the home have had smartphones than PCs throughout 2018 to 2021
	Employed adults followed the trend between 2019 and 2020	In 2020, younger employed adults had a wider gap between smartphone and PC use


	Older adults not employed outside the home were the last to have more use of a smartphone than a PC
	Tablet use has dropped substantially between 2018 and 2021
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